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Dear Les, 	 6/13/S2 

The stereotyped treatment of the 10th Watergate anniversary in today's Poet 

reminds me of many important Watergate stories never told, never investigated by 

aby body and I tank of some significance. However, I don't know anyone who might 

be interoeted. So, maybe they will bemme dart of our untold history, save that 

eerhaae soae day, if aayone ever blunders into that portion of my files that are 

reach too volnrieous for anyone ever to road, they any be of interest to him in the 

bit futuae. 

The whole Bowardiduat story has never been told. Helms perjuredk himself 

about Bunt. Bute now know that such perjury is merely the highest patriotism. 

If by the Halalsee and Kleindiensta.'.  

Heat was engaged in illeg41 doaestic activitiee for the CIA beginning aeveaal 

years before Watergate. I susaect but cannot prove that he then had something to do 

with my inability taaget my first book publislaal. I do have a definite link. 

Helms testified that the CIA recommended Huat to the Mullen agency when he 

decided to retire and thus he got his job with Mullen In about ZE 1971. The truth 

is that Hunt was with Lillian 3t. 	he was CIA. In fact, Mullen then was CIL. Aad 

been for yenre. Bunt and sullen had the same cover, addressed in DC at least when 

he was trying to branch out on his own with soae kind of p.r outfit. During that 

time tstroaother Mullen/CIP. people are of special interest. One in the fag lawyer who 

showed up to represent the Watergate burglars when they were arreated. Hunt was his 

associate in the campaign to St imeeadh Douglas, which also had the Mullen address. 

(When the burglars got to DC they had a map showing them how to get to his home.) 

The other, who disappeared from Washington as aeon as they were arrested, also 

bad a Mexico City address that coincides with the address of the ekaican layer 

who laundered the money. I've got the nacres in ay files. So, theye are CIA. links to 

both the campaign to impeach Douglas and the laundering of that money. If not also 
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to non-publishing oteratiAns. That the CIA got books published is well known now. 

But that they kept them from being published? 

In 1965 the Saturday Evening Post wanted the rights to my first bcA. But they 

wanted to deal with me through an asent. I dftl't have one. So I was sent to "ax 

Wilkinson, with a deal already arranged, save or the details. Wilkinson read. the 

book and called me up is great excitement, he liked it that much. Six weeks later 

he wrote me that the book was not publishable and that it was not suited to 

serialization. 

It hap as that Eax Wilkinson, of Littauer and Wilkinson, agents, was also 

Hunt's cover address isiNew York, then 500 Fifth Avenues Then withs a Phoney 

Washington address, that of the Rullen agenoy, Hunt "represented" Uttauer and 

Wilkinson in Washirgton whilo ho was 016, in the 1960s. 

It also hap„)ens that thsro wars CIS... foundation fronts that include Littauers. 

Ives not been able to intestigate to see if they are identical Litt-users, but that 

is not exactly a common name. 

It also happens that I wrote the five book with serialization in mind, Csat it 

lent itself to the separate'use of indi'vidual chapters, for one of which I of the 

highest pirdice a magnsine had paid, 21.00 more than it paid Hessingway. And it 

was serialized in Europe. So Wilkinson lied - after ralallng. 

My first knowledge of the liallen agency goes back to the 1950e, when it shared 

addresses in sashinston and elsewhere with the publication of saother CIA guy  named 

William George Gaudet, who launched one of t he very earliest and phoney "red" 

scares when JFK was killed. (In new Orleans he was in Clay Shaw's building.) 

The "Plumbers" was not the first such operation the VI-swims: planned. I have 

the Colson letter urging that he established a so-calla p.r. outfit under 'idlite 

Hausa auspices. He then was still in CIAX. 

There is much more. These are only a few of the things that core to a tiring 

mind. 



apparently the Post decided to limit itself to getting rid of Nixon. If so, 

that is understandable, even if I don't agree with it. Bernstein and Woodward 

kept aayi.ng  they wanted sons of these leads, but they never followed up on them, 

meaning those I gave them. I've inaicatad acne JC the results when I did. 

is full of coincidences. One is that the Post's °causal also was on the 

Intelligemot. Board and handled one of the CIA's dirtier camas. When our paths 

crossed, as they did, ha hurt me badly. Not knowing these things about him, I took 

a cnse already won to him, with the only matter establisbing the amount of da7,41gen. 

kie.,.let the statute of limitations run. 

God knows what the whele story is but hew much can be cove 	divan what is 

known, with any me :g, freedom surviving? AAg decency and integrity in . 

goVernment? 

I know you stay busy with your own endeavors and 1 understand that they are 

now fiction. That must be much more paacefull But if you know anyone who might 

have some responsible use for this kind of info, please let me know. 

Meanwhile, the invitation stands - and the pool is in use. 

Best wishes, 

UP+ 


